
COMMON HUMANITY & COMMON SOIL 

Fertility is like wealth: I can become rich only if others become poor.  An egalitarian fertility system 

would spread fertility (sewage, bi-products, green waste, straw and so on) very thinly indeed.  There 

are growers who have boasted their soil’s fertility, pointing to lovely black, crumbly stuff as to years 

of hard work.  But as with money, it is not hard work which has produced the wealth/fertility, but 

inequity.  In our new and civilising world, crop yields will prove the responsibility of all.  Towns are 

not only emergent properties of agriculture, they are agriculture.  An agricultural system travels the 

length of all its cycles.  Distribution of fertility will need a defined ethics from which law can also be 

defined and then administered.  The return of fertility is beyond the farmer’s control and yet it is 

essential to the management of her farm.  In consequence, it should become a civic concern under 

civic control.  We see irrigation canals administered by Mediterranean communities.  In a similar 

way, civic fertility boards could administer the distribution of wastes for agriculture. 

As fossil rocks, oil & gas diminish so systems for the return of fertility are to be our largest 

agricultural/social problems.  An equivalent of waste to harvest must be returned to productive soils 

and so market gardens by towns and cities are ideally placed.  However, how can the fertility of 

more widely dispersed arable fields be maintained?  Rotation of (leguminous) green manures and 

pastures are helpful, but insufficient for regular harvests.  Older agricultural tenancy agreements 

would have clauses forbidding the sale of hay and straw.  Selling them sold the farm’s fertility 

(fertility for money) and so reduced the value of a farm.  The purchasing farmer would increase both 

her farm’s value and crop yields (money for fertility). 

When we consider value and worth by weights and measures we also consider value and worth in 

the probity of citizenship.  After all, civilization is not a state to be admired but the many methods of 

settlement.  It is what we do.  It follows that (being fallible) we civilize intermittently and are 

permitted to do so within complex ethics of citizenship. 

The disconnected, urban, academic thinking (or lack of thinking), which predominates in thinking 

about climate change and resource depletion, would have us burn “wastes” and otherwise unused 

resources such as kelp, or algae (fertility for energy).  “Brilliant! They are only wastes!” say people 

disconnected from the cycles of which they are a part.  I think the idea of commons is at the heart of 

social systems and all social systems cycle through soil.  If we think of settlement, how can we not 

think of soil?   

Soil is a common on which all people feed.  Bio mass is a common on which both all people and all 

soils must feed.  Climate is a common dependant on the respiration and photo synthetic powers of 

soil-fed bio mass.  So the bio mass we hold as waste is a common which cannot be burnt, because 

burning diminishes common soil. 

Anyway, our combusted “wastes” (bio fuel) reduce fertility and gain energy.  That burnt fertility does 

not follow laws of physics in which matter and energy always remain in some form or other.  Life is 

not finite, but variable.  Earth can end in a lifeless state even though the physical components of life 

remain as matter and energy.  If we burn life, the total mass of life will be reduced.  The carbon cycle 

presented as doctrine in (I think) all our universities is an urban, disconnected presumption.  Leaves 

cannot photosynthesise at a stable rate, without a stable return of plant food.  But then biology 

professors may also believe in economic growth from a finite pool.  It is a similarly transcendent 



concept.  Inequity is a reward for hard work?  No it is inequity.  A huge pile of compost: hard work?  

No.  It is inequity. 

Plants feed on simple salts & minerals, but it is complex symbioses of soil life which release them, 

breaking highly-complex proteins to those simple elements.  The green revolution has provided 

mineral substitutes so that plants have grown well in spite of increasingly impoverished soils.  Now 

that mines are emptying, civilization will become dependant again on those complex proteins 

returning to soil.  We shall have a period of severely reduced crop yields and with regards to climate 

change, of their photo synthetic powers.  However, as soil life returns, farms will find crop yields 

slowly increasing from that initially dramatic fall. 

That cycling pool of life brings forward the question of sequestration.  If we manage to sequester life 

(charcoal, silos, deep sea sumps, or embedded structures) then we will have removed some life 

(calling it carbon) from a life-cycle somewhere: so diminishing both the mass of life & the power of 

its atmospheric pump.  We diminish the common.  Furthermore we may claim virtue (or money) in 

carbon credits when in truth we have stolen fertility from someone else’s fields then sequestered it 

like money into our account.  Surplus fertility will mineralise in soil faster than plants can use it, so 

emitting gas and leaching nutrients, but the answer is not to slow CO2 release by sequestration but 

to devise systems for equitable re-distribution of surplus wastes to where crops are hungry. 

People have been curious about the high fertility of the Terra Preta soils of the Amazon Basin, which 

were achieved over generations by the systematic addition of charcoal.  Hunting, foraging and 

fishing had provided a surplus of waste to that of the complementary agricultural production.  

Charcoal became a useful tool for the storage of that surplus fertility.  Such systems are no help to us 

today.  We can only import bio mass by impoverishing a neighbour’s bio mass and we have no 

wilderness for foraging.  On a planetary scale, charcoal (or sequestration sump) reduces bio mass for 

both crop yields and the pumping capacity of Earth’s lungs.  Of course elites may import charcoal for 

their particular benefit at the expense of the many.  The latest “Green” craze is charcoal sold, 

(ironically by an “organic” millionaire) as Carbon Gold!  

Anyone claiming carbon credits is similarly sequestering to themselves what should be another’s.  If 

we have surplus life to sequester then we should give it up for another to grow.  Of course the 

“good” in good husbandry implies the proper behaviour of a citizen. 

The carbon cycle is a delusion.  Carbon cannot cycle.  Living complex proteins cycle and can only do 

so by way of the very many elements of which they are composed.  Isolating an element is isolating 

the convenience of a scapegoat and usually for labelling and marketing purposes – as in achieved 

carbon targets, footprints and maintained quotas – all of which legitimise and excuse over-

consumption.  

Sequestration is a convenient untruth.  Life flows from life to life and through living rivers of sea and 

soil.  The art of husbandry is the balancing by trial and error of optimum speeds.  As with the flows 

of a river, increasing speed indicates increased mass.  As I mentioned in The Lost Coefficient of Time 

- When economy and ecology are seamlessly enmeshed then both can run at optimum speeds – when 

not, friction between them will grind down bio mass and release wasted economic heat.  

*** 



The stories of a land and its people are not well written by a cultural or economic localism. The new 

stories which strangeness and strangers bring rewrite history and so revive it.  In Nineteen Thirty we 

saw cultural localism emerging in “Blood and Soil”.  We see similarly unpleasant movements 

emerging today from similar economic springs – many of them “Green” “Local” and “Ethical”.   

But soil sees migrations come and go.  Cities are emergent properties of fertile soil and terrestrial 

cycles must pass through fungi, plant animal and back again.  Millions of years of fossilised photo 

synthesis have massively expanded human populations in just a few decades, but that time is nearly 

over.  The mass of soil life and the mass of plant and animal life must return to a balanced symbiosis.  

Some might say that climate change has arrived to restore the balance – those millions of years of 

fossil photo synthesis released as CO2 were too much for a living Earth which can only respire 

season by season.   

Bio mass at the heart of the city, comprised of people their food and their wastes, has come from 

and must return to soil.  If too much is returned to a field, minerals and salts surplus to plant growth 

will leach to water courses and gas to the air.  - Too little and crop yields will diminish and cities will 

go hungry.  Plainly excess somewhere must mean insufficiency elsewhere.  So the optimum balance 

is the art, not only of husbandry but of civic justice.  Only the many methods of an observant culture 

may achieve that complex balance. 

Tools held by the few who controlled oil will return to the ingenuity, dexterity and probity of many.  

That is a recipe for a highly convivial cultural & moral renaissance.  If a litre of petrol provides the 

energy of a man working full time for about three weeks, then we have interesting times ahead.  

There is a popular, messianic misconception that ideas can replace resources, but what has driven 

the massive economic expansion of recent years has not been a sequence of improving 

technologies, but simply increasing consumption of coal, gas and oil. 

In a timeless world of fossilised summers we had plucked simples and pleasures from super market 

aisles.  Now we are cast from the fossil garden onto common living soil, where personal behaviour 

has consequence for others and where we can extract only as much as we put back in.   

Convivial cultures are grown by common humanity from common climate and common soil.  Law 

(governance), having no skills, cannot direct that culture, but only institutionalise and administer 

what emerges from the trial, error and inspiration of a complexity of convivial tools.   

 


